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Note: This is a take-home examination. Answers are to be sent by e-mail to
asit.sarkar@usask.ca no later than 4:00 p.m. of 13 February. Please put “MBA 848 MidTerm” in the subject of your message. In the text section of your e-mail response, indicate
that the attached answers represent the sole effort of your own and you have not consulted
with any of your fellow class members in formulating your answers. You are free to
consult any other material, including the use of resources available through the Internet.
Please adhere to the page limit (single spaced, 12-point Font) specified for each part of the
questions.
I. 50 points
While there is little disagreement in the IT industry that offshore outsourcing is likely to
grow, there is little agreement on what to do about it. Though some European workers
associations have put pressure on legislators to re-examine labor policies, friction among
politicians, labor leaders and IT industry insiders caused the controversy to flare especially
brightly in the U.S., making it one of this year's most public IT-related debates in the
country. As more work gets outsourced abroad, the controversy is bound to grow in 2004.
1) Identify the key rationale of the companies (IT and other sectors) that engage in
offshore outsourcing. (1 page limit – 10 points)
2) Identify the benefits and costs to the home countries and host countries arising out of
offshore outsourcing decisions (1 page limit – 10 points)
3) Provide examples of some of the steps that governments and other stakeholders in
offshore outsourcing have proposed and/or implemented (or have been urged to
implement) in order to counter the growing trend of offshore outsourcing (1 page
limit – 10 points)
4) Prepare a management brief for (a) a company that is currently engaged in offshore
outsourcing and (b) one that is contemplating offshore outsourcing, outlining the
opportunities and challenges that each would have to deal with. (2 pages limit – 20
points)
II. 50 points
1) Searching through the internet, identify five FDI projects (new investments,
acquisitions or expansions of existing operations) that have been initiated in Canada
by foreign companies since 2001. Select projects from different industry sectors, and
indicate the key factors that contributed to these companies’ selection of Canada as
the location for their new FDI initiative (2 pages limit – 20 points)
2) Searching through the internet, identify five FDI projects (new investments,
acquisitions or expansions of existing operations) that have been initiated in the U.K.
by foreign companies since 2001. Select projects from different industry sectors, and
indicate the key factors that contributed to these companies’ selection of the U.K. as
the location for their new FDI initiative (2 pages limit – 20 points)
3) Comparing the key factors contributing to the companies’ choice of Canada and the
U.K. as their FDI choice, indicate the degree of similarity and differences in the
factors that attract FDI into these two countries (1 page limit – 10 points)
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Milton Friedman declares, with respect to the social responsibility of business, that the
sole of purpose of business is to achieve profit for the shareholder while following law
and social norms. As competition for products and services becomes more intense, firms
are continually analyzing their costs and seeking ways to create better value for the
consumer, which in turn creates a competitive edge leading to market share and higher
profits. Social welfare or national employment should not be considered when a firm
faces losses and bankruptcy due to international, cost-reduced, aggressive competition.
The term globalization refers to the economic shift from the historical self-sustaining
segregated national markets, such as existed in Germany, France, the United Kingdom
and the United States, to a more integrated and interdependent global market where
national markets, through trade, import, export and outsourcing, create opportunities to
help their national businesses maintain or create a competitive sustainable advantage. The
globalization of both markets, which is the merging of historically distinct national
markets to one global market, and production, which is the sourcing of goods and
services to take advantage of cost and quality differences, have provided competitive
businesses both the ability and need to lower costs while ensuring high quality and value
to their consumer. The term offshore outsourcing refers to the foreign direct investment
undertaken to serve a business’ local or home market. Offshore outsourcing is a new
phenomenon in the business world and is a result of the increasing pressure on business
to maintain a sustainable competitive advantage that provides value in their service and
profit to their stakeholders. The globalization of production allows firms to compete more
effectively by utilizing less of the firm’s re m
create their product offering. This activity could potentially lower their cost structure,
improve the quality or value of their products and utilize glob
and trained yet far less costly to obtain. Servi.es or products are produced and delivered
from production facilities in lower cost structure countries, such as China, India and
Russia, are created utilizing less of the firms resm then imported back into the
home market to meet their consumer demand.
For example, in the Information Technology (IT) sector, the qualified training and
competence of engineers and programmers in India where over 80 colleges and
universities are now in operation throughout the country 1 . The graduates of these
programs are just as capable as engineers and programmers in the United States due to
their qualified and advancing education systems such as the Indian Institute of
Technology2. An article entitle ‘Offshore Dreaming’ by Paul Kedrosky in the January
2004 issue of Canadian Business notes that engineers and programmers in India can be
paid a professional wage of $10 USD per hm an engineer with the same
qualifications and capabilities in the US would be paid upwards of $60 USD per hm 3.
Given the size of the Indian population, competent professionals are becoming far more
abundant. The ability for IT firms to utilize this competence from the offshore India
market for some (or all) of their servi.es, allows them to dramatically lower their cost
structures thereby creating more value to consumers and profit for owners. In other
markets such as product manufacturing or pharmaceuticals, the knowledge and capability
of the product creation has become implicit knowledge, or knowledge that has been
dispersed to society through patent disclosures and research. Therefore the ability to
move manufacturing facilities to countries like India, where a competent and qualified
workforce is waiting, provides firms the ability to maintain quality while reducing costs.
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Offshore outsourcing decisions are made for a number of reasons, primarily driven by the
interest of firms to cut costs and to maintain their competitive advantage in their home
markets. And while the business exists for the acquisition of profit and makes decisions
regarding the deployment of their resources to that end, the home country in which they
operate, the social economy of the home market, is also affected by these decisions.
Likewise, the host countries where foreign direct investment is placed experience
economical and social results from that investment. The costs and benefits to both home
and host countries as a result of offshore outsourcing decisions have been summarized in
Table 14.
Table 1. Matrix of the Results of Outsourcing Decisions
Costs of Outsourcing Decisions
•

•
•

Home
Country
(IT example
– United
States)

•
•

Loss of high paying professional positions;
Loss of connection between professional
executing the work and the local consumer
(i.e. 9.5 hour time difference to India requires
telephone support call staff to operate in the
middle of Indian night).Loss of connection to
your staff which can lead to a lack of
motivation, improper quality and management
control, and high employee turnover;
Costly travel expenses to manage external
resources;
Home countries trade position could
deteriorate or a trade deficit could be created
by an excessive inflow of imported products.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
Host
Country
(IT example
– India)

•
•
•
•

Some loss of economic independence
“foreign economic ransom theory”;
Foreign competitors often have more capital
and economic power and can subsidize their
production to put competition out of business,
creating a monopoly;
Import controls may be in place to help local
producers benefit from foreign knowledge
and reapply their business model locally;
Profits and benefits from foreign investment
are repatriated to the parent firm;
Must ensure a positive trade balance and a
net gain in employment otherwise a loss of
local ownership and control;
If businesses reserve the higher paying
professional jobs and management positions
for home countries, there is little skill transfer;
Development of services and infrastructure to
meet the new demands of the economy.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Benefits of Outsourcing Decisions
Creates a more prosperous economy by
delivering less costly products creating a
lower cost of living and subsequently more
disposable income for society;
Creates a higher quality product by
redeploying professional design services to
creativity rather than production (i.e.- MBA
graduate earning $80/hr to redesign financial
models instead of spreadsheet data entry);
Inward flow of foreign earnings, repatriated
profits;
Foreign demand for products can create an
employment gain;
Creates a reverse-resource-transfer effect
when knowledge or improvements are gained
from operating in a foreign market (i.e. WalMart’s ability to enhance its internal supply
chain in food delivery service);
Frees home country resources to focus on
markets where it has a comparative
advantage.
Resource transfer effects where the foreign
investment supplies capital, technology and
management resources
Creates new localized jobs that raise the
base pay and standard of living for residents
Technology stimulates the enhancements of
local knowledge and skill and process,
leading to better local market products
Creates the inflow of funding for research and
development
Foreign management skills are transferred
when trained to local staff as well as driving
local businesses to improve their own
processes and learn new skills
Foreign investment stimulates local economic
growth through the use of local suppliers,
distributors and competitors

This analysis shows that a significant number of benefits are realized by both home and host
countries. Given the proper and reasonable import controls combined with a focus on the current
account (balance-of-payments accounts) and the net change in employment, foreign direct
investment by multi-national corporations can create many positive effects.
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Control over outward foreign direct investment and outsourcing is difficult to do in the
free market. Businesses are free to make choices that serve their best interests provided
they adhere to social norms and local and international law. However, with growing
pressure from professional groups in the US, there has been some debate on how to
control outsourcing.
Some policies that governments could consider are to limit the capital outflows of private
business, such as the exchange control regulations in place in Britain in the 60s and 70s.
Government could also consider creating tax rules to encourage local investment, such as
the taxation of foreign earnings at a higher rate than domestic earnings. Forrester
Research claims that as many as 3.3 million jobs and over $136 billion USD in salaries
will be transferred to India, China and Russia by 2015 5 . In fact, it is said that US
businesses are saving up to 30% on their production costs and providing extensive
foreign investment into India, which is viewed by some in India as their competitive
advantage 6 . Indeed, there are local labor union groups and special interest groups
lobbying the government to stop this outward flow of jobs to India such as online
petitions and requests for letter to study offshoring and its effects7.
Some argue that the effects will be a loss in quality, control over the market, and a
transfer of knowledge that will create new and more efficient competitors. Others argue
that offshoring will lead to lower US salaries and a higher demand for lower skilled low
paying jobs8. There are many issues that revolve this that yet need to play out in the
global economy. Recent figures show an increase in demand for lower paying unskilled
labor while other research claims there is a surplus.
Forrester Research maintains a compendium of their research papers focused on
outsourcing and even reviewing the titles proves to give no conclusive action about the
actions or results of offshoring9. And Canada is becoming a part of the offshoring trend
as out dollar continues to rise and gain value in the world markets. Our historically
cheaper dollar gave us a competitive advantage over productions in the US as well as
providing an ideal beachhead 10 market for foreign firms looking to expand into the
United States.
The transfer of production has surely been facilitated by the World Trade Organization
and the North American Free Trade Agreement which have both seen a transfer of low
wage production jobs out of the US in recent years.
This is expected to be among the debatable issues at the forthcoming 2004 American
elections11
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To the Board of Directors:
Intellicorp Cellular Systems
RE: Opportunities & Challenges Facing Intellicorps’ Existing Offshore Outsourcing
We are currently engaged in operations in India that support our business processes here
in Indiana. We are currently contracting out technical support calls to an outsourced firm
that utilizes staff in India to assess each problem and determine solutions. Our other
operation consists of the production level programming of the chipset for Intellicorps’
i077 cellular telephone.
The opportunities that these two ventures provide are a reduction in our internal cost
structure and support staff costs by 46%. These savings are mainly from salary costs and
qualified labor in India at 15% of the cost locally. This will allow us to rework our
pricing strategies to achieve a more competitive position in the market with our cellular
telephone product.
In both ventures, we should be aware of the obvious problems that could potentially arise.
With respect to our telephone support system, it is noted that this outsourcing partner is
experiencing a very high employee turnover rate as staff are required to operate in the
middle of the night. This could be a problem for us if employees are not providing
accurate and reliable solutions to our customers when they call. These quality control
problems could arise if our customers do not get the proper or meaningful solutions they
require. It will be necessary for us to ensure we are segmenting our calls based on need
and consumer history and we may want to consider keeping the segmented calls
regarding more complex solutions to be kept with a local staff. Further, the call center
will require additional training and management support to ensure its smooth operation.
With respect to our production facility, the engineers are progressing well and proving
extensive savings to our operations in comparison to our labor costs prior to outsourcing.
We should be wary of the capability we are building with our Indian partner and ensure
our staff are treated well so that there is not an exodus of our teams to competitors or new
start-ups. Our other primary concern is ensuring that quality control and proper practice is
being used by our teams of engineers. We should maintain a good recruitment program
and offer a decent salary offering to qualified and exceptional programmers in India.
While they may not cost very much, operations will flow much more smoothly if
turnover is low and employee competence and confidence is high. And while costly, we
also should ensure we continue our management training program where ten of our senior
programmers and department managers are sent to our facilities each month to share
efficiency and quality control developments. It is critical to maintain competent and
efficient operations and this will be done by ensuring our internal knowledge and systems
are transferred to the outsourced facilities in order to provide the greatest control.
We should ensure we are maintaining our commitment to quality and enhancing the value
for our consumers.
Regards,
Management Trainee #469787
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The Canadian government has 636 foreign investment projects since 2000 on file for
public access12. Five projects have been chosen from 5 separate and distinct industries as
well as some explanation as to why they chose Canada for their venture. All five projects
saw the inflows of their investment after 2002.
Project 1 13
Parent company: Stinnes Group.
Country of origin: Germany.
Value: $25M-$50M.
Location of investment: Trois-Rivières, Quebec.
Industry: Aerospace product and parts manufacturing.
Type of Investment: New construction/Establishment.
Nature of the Project: OMF Aviation is investing $33M for the construction of a new
plant next to the Three-Rivers airport. The company will manufacture single-engined
aircrafts. 50 new jobs should be created during the first year, to reach 300 in the 5
following years.
Explanation for Investment in Canada: To effectively capture North American market
share with the production of their Symphony line aircraft. The Quebec office will act as
the production, distribution and marketing center14. Canada also serves as a beachhead
market for Stinnes to gain market share and knowledge of North American markets for
application to the US market.
Project 2 15
Parent company: Toyota Motor Corporation
Country of origin: Japan
Value: $600M-$700M
Location of investment: Cambridge, Ontario
Industry: Automobile and Light-Duty motor vehicle manufacturing.
Type of Investment: Modernization
Nature of the Project: Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada has invested $650M for the
retooling of its Cambridge plant, for the production of the Lexus RX300. The weld and
plastics shops have been expanded, and an additional paint shop built for the Lexus RX
300 production in 2003. The new paint shop, a $200M investment, features an
environment-friendly, water-borne cartridge paint system. 700 new jobs were created.
Explanation for Investment in Canada: The continued growth of North American
automotive market share sought by Toyota in their efforts to maintain a sustainable
global competitive advantage16. Toyota sold 165,024 vehicles in Canada for 200317. This
is a net increase of 8% over 2002, proving that their investment is realizing a gain in
market share.
Project 3 18
Parent company: StarTek
Country of origin: Colorado, United States
Value: unknown
Location of investment: Regina, Saskatchewan
Industry: Call centers
Type of Investment: New construction/Establishment, Telephone call centers
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Nature of the Project: StarTek has opened a 500-seat new technical support and customer
care center in the Cornwall Center Office Complex, in Regina. 650 new jobs have been
created, to reach 800 in coming months. The value of the investment is not available.
Explanation for Investment in Canada: To meet the needs of American technical support
needs19. As a service to their American operations, Canadian professional technical
support staff may still have a competitive advantage over the same skilled workers paid
in $USD.
Project 4 20
Parent company: De Beers Consolidated Mines
Country of origin: South Africa
Value $300M-$350M
Location of investment: Yellowknife, Northwest Territories
Industry: Non-metallic mineral, mining and quarrying
Type of Investment: New construction/Establishment, Metal/Mineral processing
Nature of the Project: De Beers Canada Mining has filed the license and permit
applications for a $300M investment in partnership with AMEC for an underground
diamond mine, a process plant, living quarters and a service complex near Snap Lake.
500 jobs would be created by the project.
Explanation for Investment in Canada: Purely due to the location of the resource21. This
is a massive project entailing extensive environmental management, new policy
regulations and monitoring programs, the construction of extensive infrastructure and
information support systems. The diamond finds in the early 90s have brought extensive
economic growth to Canada’s North.
Project 5 22
Parent company: Oracle Corporation
Country of origin: California, United States
Value: $100M-150M
Location of investment: Mississauga, Ontario
Industry: I.T. and Telecommunications
Type of Investment: New construction/Establishment, Research-development
Nature of the Project: Oracle, a manufacturer and service provider of computer software,
has invested $135M for the construction of a new 10-story office building. The new
facility hosts a production area along with R&D laboratories, a call-center and the
company's Canadian headquarters. This investment brings together 800 of its employees
formerly working in four different office building in Mississauga. 100 new jobs were
created by the investment.
Explanation for Investment in Canada: To consolidate existing teams and add more
capacity to operations that serves the North American market23. Oracle had already
invested in teams that were separated among different offices and locations of Ontario.
This investment allowed them to consolidate -0.f7.98 139eaps
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Project 1 24
Parent company: Mann & Hummel25
Country of origin: Germany
Value: ₤21M
Location of investment: Wolverhampton, UK
Industry: Automotive products and parts manufacturing
Type of Investment: Enhancement/Upgrade of manufacturing facilities
Nature of the Project: This recent project will upgrade the information management
systems and robotic capabilities of the new plant. Patrick Cudmore, UK managing
director, comments: “The UK plant was and is an important and key investment in the
growth of our business with European OEMs.” 26
Explanation for Investment in UK: It was a pivotal choice for the firm to be able to gain
market share in the lucrative UK market. The UK is relatively close to Germany and by
investigating their website; the timeline suggests they used Finland as the beachhead
market for Britain prior to establishing operations in Wolverhampton. The recent
investment into upgrades and retooling is hoped to help secure their competitive position
within the UK market and increase their capacity.
Project 2 27
Parent company: Neurodynamics28
Country of origin: United States
Value: undisclosed by the South Yorkshire Police
Location of investment: South Yorkshire
Industry: Biometrics
Type of Investment: System establishment
Nature of the Project: The South Yorkshire police approached Neurodynamics to develop
a low cost system that could be integrated with a computerized police crime management
system. Working with police fingerprint experts, Neurodynamics developed software to
extract the features, or minutiae, used to classify and identify fingerprints. Once extracted,
each fingerprint is encoded into a biometric template which can be configured between
128 and 1024 bytes in size. Using a neural network, Neurodynamics’s system DEIXIS,
compares the resulting data with prints in the database.
Explanation for Investment in UK: In this case, there were government support programs
in place to subsidize the research application of this technology to the South Yorkshire
Police Department. The company invested primarily due to the ability to further develop
research and applications while generating revenues through government subsidies of a
public good. The lead scientist and partial owner of previous biometrics firms was well
known and approached by government officials to help design and tailored system to
meet crime needs in the UK.
Project 3 29
Parent company: Sony Corporation
Country of origin: Japan
Value: ₤65M
Location of investment: South Wales
Industry: Electronics production and Research and Development facilities
Type of Investment: Facilities upgrade and professional staff acquisitions
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Nature of the Project: Sony set up its first British plant in Bridgend in South Wales in
1973. Since then, its Welsh operation has grown to employ 4,500 people, producing up to
10,000 television sets a day. The Bridgend plant manufactures cathode ray tubes and
color televisions, as well as integrated receiver decoders. It also has one of the most
active digital research and development groups within the Sony Corporation. Over 85 per
cent of Sony’s Welsh production is for export to other countries. Sony recently expanded
operations at Pencoed by injecting an additional $65M into research development as well
as information system upgrades and expanding core staff.
Explanation for Investment in UK: The UK offers Sony a benchmark to test their
products to the London and greater UK market. While the production facilities have not
been upgraded, it is easy to see that Sony has invested in the higher paid research
professionals that carry good reputations. London offers many benefits for cutting edge
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